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tornadoes   occur   also   when  this  protrusion   of  the  isobars  is not conspicuous, if, indeed, present at all, at the surface of the earth.
4.  Other Pressure Distribution—A. moderate anticyclone to the rear, that is, west or northwest (southwest in the southern hemisphere) 'of the cyclone, appears to be an invariable condition; but even if this pressure distribution is essential, as we believe it is, to the genesis of the tornado there is no proof of it from statistical evidence alone, since normally the extratropical cyclone has an anticyclone to its rear.
5.  Surface Pressure Gradient in Region of Tornado.—Usually moderate to steep in comparison with the average cyclone.
6.   Horizontal Temperature Gradient.—Usually steep along a portion of the border between cyclone and anticyclone.
7.  Previous Wind.—Moderate to fresh, southerly, often southwest, in the northern hemisphere, similarly in the southern.
8.  Following Wind.—Moderate to fresh, northerly, often northwest, in the northern hemisphere, similarly in the southern.
9.  Previous Temperature.—At 8 a.m. 70° or over and increasing.
10.  Following   Temperature.—Distinctly lower than just before the storm.
11.  Previous  Humidity.—Excessive—making the  air,   at its high temperature, sultry and oppressive, from hours to even days before.
12.  Clouds.—Heavy  cumulo-nimbus,  from  which  a funnel-shaped cloud depends.    Sometimes this cumulus is isolated and very towering, but, when not isolated, often preceded briefly to an hour or longer by mammatocumuli.
13.  Precipitation.—Rain and, usually, hail, 10 to 30 minutes before; light precipitation at instant of storm (funnel cloud often clearly seen and occasionally photographed); deluge of rain, mixed at times with small hail, shortly after.
14.  Lightning.—Nearly, or quite, invariably lightning accompanies the tornado, but seldom, if at all, occurs in the funnel cloud.
15.  Sounds.—There always is a loud rumbling or roaring noise while the whirling pendant cloud is in touch with, or even closely approaches, the earth.
16.  Direction of Tornado Wind.—Spirally upward around a traveling axis,  and  in the same sense as the accompanying cyclone—counterclockwise in the northern hemisphere.
17.  Horizontal   Velocity   of  Wind  in   Tornado.—Unmeasured,   but destructively great.
18.   Vertical Velocity of Wind in Tornado.—Also unmeasured, but sufficient to carry up pieces of lumber and other objects of considerable weight—say 100 to 200 miles per hour.
19.  Location   of Initial  and  Sustaining   Whirl—Above,   probably close above, the general cloud base.

